Lateral force-displacement behaviour of the human patella and its variation with knee flexion--a biomechanical study in vitro.
This study measured the patellar lateral force-displacement behaviour at a range of knee flexion angles in normal human cadaver specimens. The knee extensor muscles were loaded in proportion to their physiological cross-sectional areas, the tensions being applied in physiological directions along the separate quadriceps muscles. Knee extension was blocked at a range of knee flexion angles from 0 to 90 degrees, and patellar lateral displacement versus force characteristics were measured. This experiment was repeated with three total muscle forces, 20, 175 and 350 N, which were held constant at all flexion angles. It was shown that similar stability variation was obtained with the different total muscle loads, and also the forces required to produce a range of patellar displacements (1.5, 9 mm) were examined. A 5 mm lateral patellar displacement required a constant displacing force (i.e. the patella had constant lateral stability) up to 60 degrees knee flexion, and then a significant increase at 90 degrees. The results were related to surgical and anatomical observations.